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Let’s see how Flavour Physics can help us go Beyond the SM ? 
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Disclaimer 

Flavour Physics is packed with Jargon (K, π, D*, K*, ADS, C9, OS etc. ) 

However the underlying physics is fascinating 

Rich phenomenology and experimental techniques   

Exciting implications !  

Please bare with me  
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What is the observable?  
A branching ratio? An angle?  

What is the process? A penguin? A tree? 
What are we testing/measuring? NP? SM?    

What is the statistics? Rare decay? Normalisation ? 
What is the topology of the decay?  

Are we ever going to see it? 
What about the systematics?   

Do we really care about it? 

A hitchhiker guide to flavour physics  
Questionnaire de Proust
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If you are lost go back to these questions 



Oldie but goodie - an indirect road to discoveries and high scales
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Y. Nir 

Emphasis the complementarity of direct vs indirect searches 



Structure of these lectures 

• Examples of historical/recent measurements.  

• What makes them experimentally challenging? Blood sweat & tears.  

• How do we loop back to the underlying phenomenology ?  
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You can’t make an omelette without breaking a few eggs 
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Need excellent:  
Vertexing 
Tracking  

PID  
Calorimetry  

Versatile triggers 

 Often we can’t have  
everything at the same time 

…decisions decisions…

Need a collider 



BaBar Belle
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LHCb &  
its Upgrades

Have a look at all the TDRs



But also …
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On the other side of the Ocean 

On the other side of the ring 



Leptons or Hadrons

@ϒ(4S) focus on B+, B0
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All specifies are created B,u,d,s,c baryons etc. 

Naturally there are different challenges/advantages to each 



We will start by discussing these angles 
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Unitarity  
Can construct many triangles 
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1995 to 2021
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Overall, we see a very consistent picture…this could be the end of the lecture ? 



Let’s start with sin2beta With the “golden” mode  B0 → J/Ψ (→μ+μ+) Ks (π-π-)

16Time dependent analysis → requires flavour tagging 



sin 2β aka the raison d’être of B-factories - 2001 
BaBar, PRL 87 (2001) 091801 Belle, PRL 97 (2001) 091802

17Different conventions on each side of the pacific 



BaBar, PRD 79 (2009) 072009  Belle, PRL 108 (2012) 171802  

Legacy from B-Factories 



Flavour Tagging @ LHCb 
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Text book like result !  

Flavour tagging  
Importance of efficient reconstruction 

Understanding tiny effects 

Trigger wise dilepton decays are a day at the beach    

Combination of a few decay channels 



Is there room for NP in this corner ? Summary plot

A nice read https://cerncourier.com/a/lhcb-sets-record-precision-on-cp-violation/
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It’s interesting to see what a “just” a difference in the spectator quark can do 
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~ 0.5 ps-1 17 ps-1

An other fascinating topic is simple lifetime measurements.  
If you are interested in this Google my dear colleague Alex Lenz



A few lines about the mixing formalism 

Dispersive Absorptive 



A few lines about the mixing formalism 

CERN-THESIS-2014-361 a very pedagogical reference.



Types of CP violation 
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An other text book result 

Importance of PID, proper time resolution, flavour tagging
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A counting experiment 
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Loop back to the models 

arXiv:1904.10954 one example out of the billion out there. 

SM



Let’s us add complexity - Bs→J/Ψ (→μ+μ+) Φ (K+K-)

Mixture of CP odd and CP even eigenstates 

None negligible difference between the  
heavy and the light state of your the Bs mesons ΔΓs 
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Fermilab paved the path of Bs physics 

Time dependent angular analysis 
We will come back to the to angular analyses in the second lecture 

Prompt 
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It’s just a counting experiment 



Very similar experimental techniques  
between the LHC three collaborations  

arXiv:2308.01468



sin 2β & φs 

Typically dominated by a 
few “Golden modes”

Ɣ measurements have somewhat of a 
“commune spirit ”
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How to measure Ɣ ? 

It’s all about interferences ! 
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< Beautiful Mont-Blanc analogy > 
There is a myriad of techniques  

to measure this angle

ADS, GLW, BPGGSZ, etc. 



Which interference are we talking about ? 
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We can write down the amplitudes 



Belle, PRL 94 (2005) 091601  
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Here, both B→Dh peak at 0 when correctly identified  

ADS technique 



Example of a very spectacular asymmetry 

LHCb, JHEP 04 (2021) 081  
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Just drawing a line does not do justice to this work 



LHCb-CONF-2022-003 

Putting everything together 

Importance of charm inputs

Consistent analyses 
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An other example of a direct CP violation measurement 

ARXIV:2012.12789 
Consistent with the world average
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Part of the Kπ puzzle expressed via this sum rule  

http://arxiv.org/abs/2012.12789


B→hh

An important quantity to control is detector asymmetries 

This constitutes the first observation of time-dependent CP violation in decays of the Bs meson.
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Analyses that explore U spin symmetry 
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I warned you there is a lot of Jargon 

Mixing in charm land 
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BaBar, PRL 98 (2007) 211802  

Belle, PRL 98 (2007) 211803  

Charm Mixing 2007 



LHCb, PRL 127 (2021) 111801  

Today … first observation of nonzero mass difference of D0 meson mass eigenstates! 

Loop back to beauty ! 46

Bin flip method 



A very nice reference for the  
charm mixing formalism 
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Giving one hour lecture on CP Violation 
• Pros: it’s only ~50 slides.  

• Cons: it’s impossible to do justice to the topic. 
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To conclude 

CP violation is a fascinating topic, we are still learning a lot.

49If you have questions yasmine.sara.amhis@cern.ch



A colouring book for children will soon be available at the CERN Science Gateway 

More information yasmineamhis.com 

http://yasmineamhis.com

